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Fraud committed by immigration consultants has become an increasing problem within the immigrant community. Children in the United States are desperate for their undocumented parents and siblings to remain here, while undocumented immigrants are anxious for permission to work. Their desperation, coupled with the complexities of immigration law, makes the de-
frauding of immigrants a seemingly effortless, and profitable, endeavor. With comprehensive immigration reform on the horizon, millions of immigrants could potentially become eligible to legalize their immigration status. These immigrants will need qualified, competent representation, as well as an awareness of individuals looking to scam or defraud them. In anticipation of a potential reform bill, local, state, and federal governments are stepping up campaigns to educate the community and criminalize the unlawful practice of immigration law.

In June 2012, President Obama announced a new program that grants temporary protection and work authorization for undocumented immigrants who came to the U.S. as children. The number of immigrants seeking help greatly exceeded immigration attorneys’ resources. Alisa Daubenspeck, supervising attorney at the Central American Resource Center (CARECEN) in Los Angeles, recalls how difficult it was to balance the steady stream of clients her organization normally serves with the huge influx of new clients wanting to file applications under the new program. “It nearly killed us. There are just not enough people practicing immigration law to meet the demand,” said Daubenspeck.

The Notario Problem

The difficulties inherent in the immigration process has forced immigrants and undocumented individuals to find help elsewhere, and many look for trusted individuals within their community who speak their language and share their culture. For many Spanish-speaking immigrants living in the U.S., this means a visit to consult with a notario público or notario for immigration help.

In Spanish-speaking Latin America, a notario is a highly-respected attorney, and often an important public official with years of legal training. What many immigrants living in the U.S. do not realize, however, is that a notary public – the English translation of notario público – is not authorized to practice law or give legal advice, but merely to authenticate documents and give oaths. Because of this, notarios and immigration consultants often prey on immigrants by muddling the distinction. They offer legal advice, submit immigration forms to the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) when the immigrant is ineligible, misrepresent facts on USCIS forms, and even
take an immigrant’s money without filing USCIS documents. “It’s inevitable that notarios are going to get involved,” Daubenspeck says.

Deceitful attorneys or agencies that offer fraudulent immigration services demand large sums of money for services that they have no intention of providing, or know they do not have the ability to provide. Undocumented individuals who fall victim to the scheme are therefore exploited for their money and private information, which then affects other aspects of their lives, particularly in relation to employment, wages, and housing.

State’s Increase Regulation and Enforcement

Given this reality, many recent state laws were passed to increase penalties for immigration consultants and notarios who engage in the unauthorized practice of law. For example, in December 2012, New York Governor Andrew M. Cuomo signed legislation to make the unlicensed practice of law a felony, punishable by up to four years in prison, rather than a misdemeanor. Likewise, it is a felony-level crime in New Jersey for an immigration consultant to engage in the unauthorized practice of immigration law, and those who fraudulently claim to be an attorney or render legal services or advice could face up to five years in prison. Other states with large foreign-born populations, like California, Texas, and Illinois, have enacted misdemeanor violations for first-time offenders of this type. To increase the overall effectiveness of deterring immigration consultants from offering legal advice and filing frivolous claims for benefits, criminal penalties must be widely publicized to increase reporting and widely prosecuted to protect immigrant communities from further abuse.

State and national bar associations have been spreading the word about the dangers of notario fraud, while grassroots and public interest organizations attempt to mitigate the serious immigration consequences by blogging and participating in direct actions. Many state bar associations have committees that draft ethics opinions and investigate complaints surrounding the unauthorized practice of immigration law. But criminal convictions are rare, in part because prosecuting agencies rely heavily on tips from individuals who were harmed. When a good tip does come in, many prosecutors’ offices go after immigration services fraud or pursue civil remedies. For example, in June 2013, a woman pled guilty to holding herself out as an attorney with experience to handle immigration matters, and received a nine-month jail sentence.
in New York. \(^2\) It is more common, however, that a civil claim is filed. \(^3\) Often a default judgment is entered because the notarios flee the area, and they cannot be personally served. \(^4\) In Pennsylvania, a law passed in October 2013 provides that only a lawyer admitted to practice law in that jurisdiction can use the term *notario público*, a creative way to restore the true meaning to the word as Spanish-speakers understand it. \(^5\)

Civil remedies were created for use by victims of *notario* fraud, prosecutors, and the general public in California. \(^6\) In California, Assembly Bill (AB) 1159 was signed into law on October 5, 2013, to combat fraud prospectively in the event that an immigration reform act were to become law. \(^7\) It requires attorneys to deposit clients’ retainers into trust accounts until the attorney files the application, and attorneys would also have to provide a written contract that provides contact information to report complaints. \(^8\) The American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) opposed AB 1159, believing that it would force solo practitioners to dramatically increase the amount they charge for their services. \(^9\) The bill doubles the required bond or malpractice insurance coverage amount for immigration consultants to $100,000 to “benefit . . . any person damaged by any fraud, misstatement, misrepresentation, unlawful act or omission, or failure to provide . . . services.” \(^10\) The California legislature’s passage of AB 1159 sends a clear message that the state not only takes *notario* fraud seriously, but recognizes attorneys’ role in using deceptive trade practices to harm immigrants too. \(^11\)

**Federal Responses to Combating Immigration Scams**

The Department of Homeland Security, the Federal Trade Commission, and the Department of Justice unveiled a new campaign in June 2011 to stop the unauthorized practice of immigration law. \(^12\) The initiative uses enforcement, \(^13\) education, and continued inter-agency collaboration to crack down on schemes aimed at defrauding immigrants. \(^14\) These measures are helping to raise awareness across the country about how to identify and avoid common scams, who to contact to complain, and where to find trustworthy legal services. \(^15\) Only an attorney or an accredited representative working for a non-profit agency recognized by the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) is allowed to practice immigration law. \(^16\) Certain non-profit organizations can apply for recognition by the BIA, and once recognized, the organization can apply to have its employees become BIA-accredited representatives. \(^17\)
MORE FEDERAL REGULATION NEEDED

Part of the problem could stem from the difficulties an immigrant faces in determining whether a person is actually authorized to practice immigration law. Both the Department of Justice’s Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) and the Department of Homeland Security permit a variety of other people to appear before its immigration courts and USCIS offices besides licensed attorneys admitted to practice in the state where a particular immigration court or USCIS office is located. Out-of-state attorneys, law students, accredited representatives who work at qualifying non-profit agencies, consular officials, and even reputable individuals of good moral character can all represent immigrants before the immigration courts and USCIS.

There are problems with the EOIR’s recognition and accreditation system. Daubenspeck notes, “Sometimes these non-profits do bad work, too. They may not even have a lawyer on staff in the building. The BIA requires no [standardized] test for minimum knowledge, and no oversight.” In a recent decision, the BIA held that “one formal training course designed for new practitioners” covering the basics of immigration law and procedure is sufficient for a person at a recognized organization to become accredited. For EOIR to expand the number of recognized organizations and accredited representatives to meet the growing demand for immigration legal services, some immigration practitioners are pushing for mandated training and testing and the submission of writing samples and legal reasoning analyses by representatives before accreditation. Other possibilities include requiring a recognized non-profit to apply to be re-recognized every three to five years, guarantees of adequate supervision, and a conspicuous complaint process. While these steps may seem onerous, they will help the EOIR prevent itself from the unintended sanctioning of inadequate provision of legal services.

CONCLUSION

Recent positive steps at the state level, with increased criminal penalties for unauthorized practice of law and greater regulation of immigration consultants, must also be matched at the federal level. In a rare coalescence of federal bipartisan collaboration, the U.S. Senate passed a comprehensive immigration reform bill – S. 744 – in June 2013. The bill includes a provision to combat
fraudulent scams against immigrants, allowing for injunctive relief against immigration service providers who “engage in fraudulent conduct that substantially interferes with the proper administration of the immigration laws or who willfully misrepresents such provider’s legal authority to provide representation . . . .”57 Unfortunately, the U.S. House of Representatives has refused to take up consideration of S. 744, and instead, House leadership has indicated that if they plan to work on any immigration legislation at all, it will be done piecemeal.58

Immigrants need lots of help navigating the complex world of U.S. immigration laws, and outreach campaigns must effectively communicate the dangers of unauthorized immigration practitioners providing such assistance.59 Daubenspeck believes that, at the end of the day, collaboration is key, but remains realistic: “This is all hard to plan because we don’t know if and when immigration reform is going to happen. It would take such a huge effort. It’s hard to believe that this would be pulled off in time.”60 But the more work done now to stop notario fraud and to increase competent, low-cost non-profit legal services, the greater the odds61 immigrant families have of staying together in the U.S. once an immigration overhaul arrives.62
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